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Objectives

1. Basic	  terminology

2. Mechanisms	  of	  sensitization

3. Assays	  and	  technologies

4. Updates	  on	  antibody-‐mediated	  rejection

5. New	  initiatives
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HLA  Nomenclature

Resolution Example Cost

Low-‐Resolution B35 $150/locus

Intermediate B*35:XTNJ	  	  	  	  	  	  	  XTNJ=	  01/09/11/27/28 $150/locus

High-‐Resolution B*35:01 $300/locus
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Part  II.  HLA  Incompatibility  and  Mechanisms  of  Allo-sensitization
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HLA  Incompatibility



Wiebe  et  al,  AJT,  2012
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Pathogenicity  of  anti-HLA  antibodies



How	  does	  one	  become	  “sensitized”	  to	  
produce	  anti-‐HLA	  antibodies?
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Leffell  et  al,  Transplantation  2014
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Effect  of  Blood  Transfusion
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Effect  of  Blood  Transfusion



Triulzi  et  al,  Transfusion  2009 19

Effect  of  Pregnancy



Scornik  et  al,  Human  Immunology,  2011
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Effect  of  Transplantation



1.	  Complement-‐dependent	  cytotoxicity	  (CDC)

2.	  Flow	  cytometric	  crossmatch

3.	  Single-‐antigen	  bead	  (SAB)	  assay

Part  II.  Methods  of  Antibody  Detection



Famous  Twins





December  23,  1954,  Brigham  and  Women’s  Hospital

First  successful  kidney  transplant



Murray,  Annals  of  Surgery,  1976

Dismal  early  outcomes



How  to  Overcome  Hyperacute  Rejection?



Antibody  detection:  CDC  crossmatch



*	  	  p	  <	  0.001

CDC	  Positive CDC	  Negative

No rejection 6 187

Rejection 24	  (80%)	  * 8	  (4%)

Antibody  detection:  CDC  crossmatch
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HLA Antibody
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SAB
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Antibody  detection:  single  antigen  bead
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Antibody  detection:  single  antigen  bead



Question:	  What	  does	  it	  mean	  when	  a	  patient	  is	  	  	  
highly	  sensitized?	  What	  is	  cPRA?
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Level  of  sensitization  determined  by  cPRA



Patient 1:

Antibody:  B71

cPRA = 1/100

= 1% 

B71
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Antigen  frequency  matters



Patient 2:

Antibody:  A2

cPRA = 50/100

= 50% 
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Antigen  frequency  matters



Patient 3:

cPRA = 99/100

= 99% 
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Highly  sensitized  patients  (HSP)



MR.	  C

How  can  someone  make  so  many  antibodies



Antibodies  recognize  epitopes

DRB1*0301	  (DR17) 81HV 85VV 96HK 98KS 104SK 120S

DRB1*0801	  (DR8) 81HV 85VG 96HK 98KS 104SK 120S

DRB1*1101	  (DR11) 81HV 85VG 96HK 98KS 104SK 120S

DRB1*0302	  (DR18) 81HV 85VG 96HK 98KS 104SK 120S

DRB1*1401	  (DR14) 81HV 85VV 96HK 98KS 104SK 120S



Patient 3:

cPRA = 99/100

= 99% 
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Antibodies  recognize  epitopes



Patient 3:

cPRA = 99/100

= 99% 
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Antibodies  recognize  epitopes
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A  solution  for  the  HSP  patients



Donor Typing
A 2 26
B 58 27
C 7 1
DR 17 1
DQ 2 5

Donor:   Vancouver Recipient:   Toronto

Compatible
?
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Virtual  crossmatch



Day 0

Antibody
Testing (SAB)

Organ Offer

Day 700

Sensitizing 
event

No Abs 
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Ab Testing

Flow	  XM

Dangerous  business:  it  takes  team  work



Part  IV.  Building  provincial  consensus  in  the  diagnosis  &  treatment  of  AMR
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Wiebe,	  AJT,	  2012

AMR  is  a  heterogeneous  disease
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Acute/Active
AMR

Chronic/Active
AMR

Histology:	  

1. Microvascular	  capillaries:	  (g	  or	  ptc)
2. Arteritis
3. Thrombotic	  microangiopathy
4. ATN-‐unknown	  cause

1. Transplant	  glomerulopathy	  (cg)
2. Peritubular	  basement	  membrane	  

duplication	  (need	  EM)
3. Arterial	  intimal	  fibrosis

Serology:	  
Donor-‐specific	  antibodies
(HLA,	  AT1R-‐Ab,	  MICA)

Interaction:

C4d
Moderate	  microvascular	  inflammation	  (g+ptc	  >=	  2)

Endothelial	  cell	  gene	  transcripts

Revised  Banff  2013  Criteria
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AMR	  I

Recognition of	  
clinical	  need	  to	  
standardize	  
treatment

AMR	  II

Review	  evidence	  
for	  acute	  AMR	  
treatment

AMR	  III

Finalize	  acute	  AMR	  
treatment	  protocol

AMR	  IV

Treatment	  
endpoints	  and	  

failure

Building  provincial  consensus  in  the  treatment  of  AMR



Acute  AMR  treatment  protocol
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Adverse	  Events:

1. Acute	  kidney	  injury

2. Infusion-‐related:	  headache,	  N,	  V,	  back	  pain,	  fever,	  tachycardia

3. Aseptic	  meningitis	  (1-‐10%)

4. Thrombosis

5. RBC	  hemolysis

6. Anaphylaxis	  (IgA	  deficiency)

IVIG  side  effects
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Adverse Effects of IVIg 175

Clinical Reviews in Allergy & Immunology Volume 29, 2005

involving 87 patients in whom renal toxicity
developed in association with IVIg have been
published (3,18–24). From June 1985 to Novem-
ber 1996 the FDA received 120 reports world-
wide on ARF related to IVIg therapy, 88 of
which were from the United States (25). Between
1992 and 1998, 49 cases of ARF were reported to
the French Regional Pharmacovigilance Center
with marked creatinine increase following ini-
tiation of IVIg therapy (26). The demographic
and clinical data of these three groups of cases
are summarized in Table 1. Overall, no major
differences were noted among the three groups.
The median age was 62.5 to 67 (range 3–92),
and 55 to 61% of the patients were male. The
indication for IVIg use was a hematological
disease in around half the cases (44–59%),
immunological in 12 to 23%, and neurologi-
cal disease in 16 to 27%. Preexisting renal fail-
ure was noted in 26 to 47% of the patients.
Seventy-four to 90% of the patients who devel-
oped ARF received sucrose-containing IVIg
products. ARF began 8 h to 10 d after initiation
of IVIg treatment, the median being 4.5 to 5 d. In
most cases, the renal failure was oliguric, and 32
to 40% of the patients required hemodialysis.

Most important, the renal failure following IVIg
was usually completely reversible, with return to
baseline creatinine level after 7 to 15 d. Death
occurred in 8 to 15% of the patients, but most
of them had severe underlying medical condi-
tions (pneumonia, systemic lupus erythema-
tosus, cardiac disease, and subarachnoid
hemorrhage) and the contribution of the renal
failure to their death was undetermined. Renal
biopsy results were available in the literature
in 25 patients; in 16 of the 25, the renal pathol-
ogy revealed tubular injury with vacuolization
consistent with osmotic injury, similar to the
renal findings following treatment with intra-
venous sucrose as an osmotic diuretic therapy,
or renal injury caused by intravenous mannitol
or intravenous iodinated radiographic contrast
media.

The mechanism of renal injury following
IVIg treatment is thought to be the result of
osmotic injury, as the pathological findings
with vacuolization of proximal tubules and
swelling and narrowing of tubular lamina are
the same as the histology after infusion of su-
crose in experimental animals. Sucrose is
nonmetabolizable and pinocytosed into renal

Table 1
Demographic and Clinical Data on Reported Cases of Renal Failure Following IVIg Therapy

Published case reports FDA report FRPC report
(N = 87) (N = 88) (N = 49)

Age—median (range) 64.2 (20–90) 62.5 (3–91) 67 (22–92)
Male/female ratio 49/38 (56%) 48/40 (55%) 30/19 (61%)
Indications for use

Hematological 46 (53%) 39 (44%) 29 (59%)
Immunological 20 (23%) 20 (23%) 6 (12%)
Neurological 14 (16%) 17 (19%) 13 (27%)
Infectious diseases 7 ( 8%) 9 (11%) 0
Not reported 3 (3%) 1 (2%)

Preexisting renal disease 40/87 (46%) 14/54 (26%) 21/45 (47%)
Sucrose-containing products 64/87 (74%) 79/88 (90%) 44 (90%)
Maltose/glucose products 14/86 (16%) 7/88 (8%) 1/49 (2%)
Undetermined stabilizer 7/86 ( 8%) 2/88 (2%) 4/49 (8%)
Acute hemodialysis 28/87 (32%) 35/88 (40%) 17/49 (34%)
Deaths 8/87 (9%) 13/88 (15%) 4/49 (8%)

FRPC, French Regional Pharmacovigilance Center.

173_184_Shoenfeld 12/6/05, 2:07 PM175

Orbach,	  Clinical	  Reviews	  in	  Allergy	  and	  Immunology,	  2005

AKI  with  IVIG
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1. Slow	  infusion:	  2-‐3	  mg/kg/min

2. Premedicate:	  benadry	  (loratidine),	  acetaminophen

3. Adequate	  hydration

4. Avoid	  large	  doses	  (<	  1	  g/kg/day)

5. Avoid	  high	  osmolarity	  products

6. Avoid	  sucrose-‐based	  products

How  to  avoid  IVIG-related  side  effects
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Different  preparations  of  IVIG
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B  cell  maturation
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Genberg et al.
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Time in relation to rituximab treatment

CD19+ cells
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Figure 1: Change (median) in
CD19+ and CD20+ cell count
(cells/lL peripheral blood) after
treatment with rituximab. Im-
munophenotyping by flow cytometry.
Day 0 = prior to treatment. Healthy
controls = no treatment with rituximab
or any other immunosuppressive.

0%
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Percentage 
of samples

CD20+cells CD79a+ cells

Immunohistochemistry of kidney transplants

Conventional IS

RIT

Figure 2: Immunohistochemistry
of kidney transplant biopsies and
explanted kidney transplants,
comparing triple immunosuppres-
sion (tacrolimus, mycophenolate
mofetil/azathioprine and corticos-
teroids) with rituximab in combi-
nation with oral immunosuppres-
sion (tacrolimus, mycophenolate
mofetil/azathioprine and corticos-
teroids). Columns representing the
percentage of tissue samples with
detectable CD20+ and CD79a+
cells. RIT = rituximab + oral im-
munosuppression. IS = conventional
immunosuppression.

Histopathology
The results of the histopathologic assessments of the kid-
ney biopsies and explanted kidney transplants are shown
in Tables 4 and 5. Histopathology of lymph nodes is not
shown as the morphology was normal.

Immunohistochemical studies of B-cell depletion in
kidney transplants
The results from the immunohistochemical staining of
kidney biopsies and explanted kidney transplants were
grouped according to the immunosuppressive regimen.
(Tables 4 and 5). In patients treated with conventional im-
munosuppression only, 24 samples were stained for CD20.
In 87.5% (21/24) of the analyzed samples CD20+ cells
were detected. Twenty-three tissue samples were stained
for CD79a+ cells and 73.9% (17/23) of these had a positive
staining.

Twenty-six samples collected after treatment with ritux-
imab were stained, 96% (25/26) being negative for CD20.
CD79a + cells were only detected in 15% (3/20) of the tis-
sue samples stained (Figures 2 and 3). Comparing CD20+
cells to CD79a+ cells prior to treatment with rituximab,
did not demonstrate any statistically significant difference.
The same observation was done after treatment with ritux-
imab. However, comparing CD20+ cells within the kidney
tissue in patients treated with rituximab to those on con-
ventional immunosuppression only, the CD20+ cells were
significantly reduced (p < 0.0001). The same result was
obtained for the CD79a+ cells (p < 0.001).

Flow cytometry and immunohistochemical studies of
B-cell depletion in lymph nodes
In the immunohistochemical stainings of lymph nodes ob-
tained at transplantation from patients on conventional

2424 American Journal of Transplantation 2006; 6: 2418–2428

Genberg,	  AJT,	  2006

Peripheral  B  cell  depletion  with  rituximab
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(median 45 h) after rituximab administration. The mean
volume of plasma removed was 3900 ml (ranging from
2600 to 5600 ml). A total of 244 rituximab plasma concen-
tration values were available, ranging from eight to 58 per
patient, corresponding to a median number of 12 or 29 in
patients without or with plasmaspheresis, respectively.
Thirty-three aliquots of plasma removed by plasmapher-
esis were also available.

Pharmacokinetics
Rituximab extraction during plasmapheresis The median
(range) percentage of rituximab dose recovered within
the plasma removed by the first plasmapheresis was 49%
(14–54%).The amount of rituximab removed was inversely
correlated with the time interval between infusion of
rituximab and the first plasmaphersesis (Figure 1). When
considering only plasmapheresis that occurred between
25 and 66 h after infusion, the amount of rituximab
removed was included in a narrow range (between 47 and
54%), but the correlation between the amount of rituxi-
mab removed and the time interval remained significant
(r = 0.79). The amount of rituximab removed during each
subsequent plasmapheresis session ranged from 9 to 29%.
Whatever the plasmapheresis session, concentrations of
rituximab in plasma removed were strongly correlated
with the circulating plasma rituximab level at the time of
plasmapheresis (r = 0.96).

Population pharmacokinetic model Rituximab pharma-
cokinetics were adequately described by a two-
compartment model with first-order elimination.
Plasmapheresis had a significant impact on rituximab
pharmacokinetics, with a 261-fold increase of rituximab
clearance (95% confidence interval 146–376). Inclusion of

interoccasion variability on the volume of the central com-
partment (V1) and clearance (CL; i.e. intrapatient change of
V1 and CL between cycle 1 and cycle 2) significantly
improved the fit.The quality of fit is illustrated by the visual
predictive check plots shown in Figure 2. The mean phar-
macokinetic parameters and factors corresponding to the
impact of plasmapheresis are shown in Table 2. By consid-
ering the post hoc individual values, relationships between
rituximab CL and sex (mean ! SD of 6.2 ! 1.7 vs.
7.4 ! 2.3 ml h-1 for females and males, respectively)
and between CL and bodyweight [CL (ml h-1) = 0.063 ¥
bodyweight (kg) + 2.6] corresponded to those expected
[16], but were not statistically significant, probably owing
to the limited number of patients.

Influence of plasmapheresis on
rituximab exposure
Based on individual predicted concentration, the median
(range) total AUC obtained after two weekly infusions of
rituximab was 207 421 (132 737–482 375) mg l-1 h. When
plasmapheresis was performed 24 h after the infusion of
rituximab, AUC decreased by 26% (95% prediction interval
24–28%), while the decrease of AUC was 20% (95% predic-
tion interval 19–21%) and 16% (16–18%) when plas-
mapheresis occurred at 48 and 72 h after the first infusion
of rituximab, respectively. Subsequent plasmapheresis had
a cumulative effect on AUC, with exposure decreasing by
36% [35–37%] when two additional plasmapheresis ses-
sions were implemented at 48 and 72 h.

The simulations performed for various dosing regi-
mens and plasmapheresis sessions showed that rituximab
exposure obtained following three weekly infusions
with three plasmapheresis sessions after the first infusion
was slightly higher than that after two weekly infusions
without plasmapheresis, by +13% (12–14%). Four weekly
infusions with three plasmapheresis sessions after the first
infusion were associated with a 62% (61.5–62.5%) increase
of rituximab exposure in comparison to two weekly infu-
sions without plasmapheresis.

Depletion of B cells (<10 CD19-positive cells mm-3)
occurred in all patients between 7 and 30 days after the
first rituximab infusion. After 3 months, only one patient
(in the plasmapheresis group) had a reappearance of
CD19-positive B cells (21 CD19-positive cells mm-3). After
6 months, two patients (one in each group) had a
reappearance of CD19-positive B cells. Later lymphocyte
counts could not be interpreted because patients received
concomitant immunosuppressive treatments.

Discussion

Several reports support a link between rituximab plasma
concentrations and efficacy, both in haematological [17,
18] and nonmalignant diseases [19]. Thus, interindividual
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Impact of plasmapheresis on rituximab pharmacokinetics

Br J Clin Pharmacol / 76:5 / 737

Puisset,	  Br	  J	  Clin	  Pharmacol,	  2013

PLEX	  
Timing 24 hr 48	  hr 72	  hr

↓	  in	  
AUC 26% 20% 16%

Timing  of  PLEX  with  rituximab  dosing



Acute  AMR  treatment  protocol
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Chronic	  active	  antibody-‐mediated	  rejection



61
Wiebe,	  AJT,	  2012

AMR  is  a  heterogeneous  disease
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AMR  is  a  heterogeneous  disease



Part  V.  New  study  to  examine  the  impact  of  immunosuppression  reduction



Primary  Investigator:  James  Lan,  MD,  Transplant  Nephrologist

Co-PI:
• Jagbir  Gill,  MD,  Transplant  Nephrologist
• Paul  Keown,  MD,  HLA  Laboratory  Director
• John  Gill,  MD,  Transplant  Nephrologist
• Olwyn  Johnston,  MD,  Transplant  Nephrologist
• Mei  Lin  Bissonnette,  MD,  Renal  Pathologist
• Alissa  Wright,  MD,  Infectious  Diseases
• Caren  Rose,  MD,  Biostatistician

Immunosuppression  Reduction  and  the  Risk  of  De  Novo  Donor-Specific  
Antibody  Formation  After  Kidney  Transplantation  
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Physician  driven  immunosuppression  reduction?
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Physician	  prescribed	  immunosuppression	  reduction:

1. Gastrointestinal	  side	  effects

2. Neutropenia	  (low	  white	  blood	  cell	  count)

3. Infection	  (BK	  virus,	  CMV)

4. Malignancy

Side  effects  of  immunosuppression
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Proportion	  of	  patients	  on	  reduced	  dose	  MPA

BCT	  Annual	  Data	  Report	  2015

Prevalence  of  immunosuppression  reduction
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• PROOF  (Prevention  of  Organ  Failure)  Cohort

• N  =  600  kidney  transplant  recipients  
• Enrolled  2005  – 2012
• Median  follow-up  of  4  years

• Clinical  data  extracted  from  PROMIS  (electronic  medical  record  database)

• Biopsy	  data	  extracted	  from	  Pathology	  Database

• Patient’s  serum  prospectively collected  and  stored at:  
1,	  2,	  3,	  4,	  8,	  12	  weeks,	  6,	  9,	  12	  months,	  then	  annually	  posttransplant

TRFBC  study  cohort
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Clinical	  Data Immunology	  Histopathology

Establishing  a  provincial  biorepository



THANK  YOU

Questions?

James.Lan@vch.ca


